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Front-page News

Some events of the day

"I Corni della Scala" greets the sun

There are twelve members in “I Corni della Scala”:
Danilo Stagni, Jorge Monte de Fez, Natalino Ricciardo,
Claudio Martini, Stefano Alessandri, Roberto Miele,
Piero Mangano, Paolo Valeriani, Margherita Lulli, Gianni
Arfacchia, Francesco Muraca and Angelo Sormani.

Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, but also Piazzolla,
Sormani and the soundtracks of movies like
"Star Trek" or "Scent of Woman": this is only a
part of the wide repertoire that will be presented
tomorrow at 6.00 a.m. on Col Margherita by "I
Corni della Scala", born in 2008 within the
orchestra of the well-known theatre of Milan.
They will greet the Dawn, morning version of
"The Sounds of The Dolomites". An exceptional
greet to the sun which is easy to take part to, for
many people after having set the alarm on an
earlier hour: the location is reachable from Passo
San Pellegrino through the Col Margherita cable
car, expressly open from 4.00 a.m. to 6.00 a.m.
(return ticket: € 8.00) then by walking shortly
(20 min.) In case of bad weather the concert will
take place by the cinema in Canazei at 5.00 p.m.

Senette expecting
Canazei
9.00 p.m. – Town Council meeting room. The
journalist and anchorwoman Francesca Senette
presents her latest book: "Cose che non mi
aspettavo (quando stavo aspettando)". Amusing and
rich in information, curiosities and "legends", the
book is dedicated to (her second) pregnancy.

Ensrosadira show
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 p.m. Events pavilion. The choir from Moena,
directed by Barbara Pedrotti, performs on its
repertoire of folk and mountain songs.

Juggling to laugh
Campitello di Fassa

Easy walks

Passepartout

9.00 p.m. – Events pavilion, Ischia. "The Al brothers"
propose a show based on magical juggling and
entertainment for adults and kids.

From Vigo to Vallonga and
Tamion

Celebrating Fiorentina

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the centre of Vigo go towards Costalunga
to the bridge on the stream Ruf de Val: follow
Strada de Pontac street to a crossroads, keep
the left and pass the turnstile, towards the
upstream flow. A path leads to a hollow, where
the fitness track starts. Continue until you find an
equipped area for children. On the other side of
the clearing, descend leftwards along the forest
road of Vael, until you cross the road leading to
Vallonga. Now make your way to the hamlet.
Walk up to San Giovanni Nepomuceno’s Church
and at the fountain turn left. After crossing Strada
delle Dolomiti street, descend to the valleys
"delle Grave", covered with narrow streams,
easy to cross by walking on the right from the
crossroads after the second stream. Go up to
Tamion. Follow the same track to come back.

Piaz de Sotegrava, today at 9.15 p.m., will
warmly hug the players of ACF Fiorentina, the
supporters and the inhabitants of the valley..
Coach Montella’s guys, who arrived few days
ago, are the core of the inauguration party of the
summer training camp preceding the
championship, for the third time in the Fairy of
the Dolomites. Between the presentation of the
team and the staff and the greeting of the local
authorities, the supporters will have the
possibility to admire closely their soccer
favourites and take many pictures of them.
Moreover the supporters, until the 20th of July,
can go and watch the morning and afternoon
trainings by the sporting centre C.Benatti, as well
as the three non-competitive matches
scheduled for the next days.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In summer 1906 the luxurious "Bamberger Haus" (Refuge Bamberga) on Fedaia was inaugurated
through a majestic ceremony. The section of the DUÖAV from Bamberga, who realised it, invested
75 thousand marks (a fortune for the time) for the construction and the furniture of the 4-floors
refuge. It boasted 25 rooms (48 beds with soft duvets), on-floor toilets with washbasins and running
water, many halls and a veranda 100 square metres wide, from where you could admire the
Marmolada glacier, the Vernel, the grazing of Fedaia’s and the great face of Civetta.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

12/07/2014 (8.30 a.m.)
Sellaronda MTB race. Booking at Sport
Check Point (activity against payment).
Canazei

12/07/2014 (8.30 a.m.)
The Great War on San Pellegrino.
Booking at Sport Check Point
(excursion against payment).
Moena
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